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The vocal tract length of a speaker is the primary determinant of the range of formant frequencies
(FFs) produced by that speaker. Listeners have demonstrated sensitivity to the average FFs
produced by voices, for example, in estimating the relative heights of two speakers based on their
speech. However, it is not known whether they can learn to identify voices based on the acoustic
characteristic associated with the average FFs produced by a voice (this characteristic will be
referred to as FF-scaling). To investigate this, a series of vowels corresponding to voices that
differed in their average f0 and/or FF-scaling were synthesized. Listeners (n ¼ 71) were trained
to identify these voices using a training procedure where, for each trial, they heard the vowels
representing a voice and then had to identify the stimulus voice from among a series of candidate
voices that differed in terms of their FF-scaling and/or their f0. Results indicate that listeners
can identify voices on the basis of FF-scaling quite accurately and consistently after only a short
training session and that, although f0 weakly influences these estimates, they are most strongly
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Since the first acoustic studies in the 1950s, variation in
the acoustic properties of vowels of different speakers has
typically been discussed in terms of their fundamental frequency (f0) and formant frequencies (FFs). The scaling of f0
and FF ranges has also figured prominently in parametric
synthesis of voices simulating speakers of different sizes,
genders, and age groups (Klatt and Klatt, 1990). Although
the perception of f0 has been extensively studied, the perception of the acoustic characteristic associated with the range
of formant frequencies produced by different speakers is not
as well understood. In the sections that follow, a case will be
made for the importance of this acoustic characteristic that
we will call formant-frequency scaling (or FF-scaling), in
the listener’s assessment of apparent speaker characteristics
(i.e., the indexical characteristics of the speaker inferred by
the listener), and the perception of vowel quality. Furthermore, we suggest that the importance of FF-scaling in both
vowel perception and the determination of apparent speaker
characteristics may explain the relationship between these
processes observed in several previous experiments.
In the discussion below, we will be adopting the uniform scaling hypothesis as a working assumption. Uniform
scaling proposes that a set of phonetically equivalent vowels
produced by two speakers of the same dialect are (on average) relatable to each other by a single multiplicative parameter. Although there is some controversy about this in the
literature (see the Appendix), in practice it leads to reasonably good approximations of systematic speaker variability
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(Nearey, 1978; Nearey and Assmann, 2007; Turner et al.,
2009). The scaling parameter (i.e., FF-scaling) is related to
speaker vocal-tract length and determines the relative scaling
applied to the formant-pattern of a given vowel by the vocal
tract of the speaker.
A. FF-scaling and apparent speaker characteristics

Because of their dependence on the anatomy of the
speaker, the average f0 and FFs produced by a speaker covary with some prominent speaker characteristics. Men tend
to have lower f0s than women, and children tend to have
higher f0s than adults of the same gender so that f0 correlates
strongly to speaker height across all speakers (Hollien et al.,
1994). The average FFs produced by a speaker will be most
strongly determined by that speaker’s vocal-tract length, with
longer vocal tracts producing lower FFs overall, and shorter
vocal tracts producing higher FFs overall (Fant, 1960). There
is a strong positive correlation between speaker height and
speaker vocal-tract length (Fitch and Giedd, 1999) so that, in
general, larger speakers have lower FF-scalings overall than
smaller speakers (Lee et al., 1999; Peterson and Barney,
1952). Consequently, the f0 and FFs of a vowel represent two
potentially different streams of information arising from
two acoustically distinct origins, each of which may be used
by listeners to estimate speaker characteristics, such as height
or gender.
Speakers may be divided into four general speaker
classes based on two dichotomies: child vs adult and male vs
female. If speakers are sorted to fit into one of these categories, then the average f0 and FF-scaling differences between
speaker classes can be quite large. For example, an automatic classifier can predict the gender of an adult speaker
with up to 98% accuracy using only information regarding
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trial, are asked to estimate some speaker characteristic, for
example, the speaker’s height or gender. By comparing the
rated heights of voices at different points within an f0 by
FF-scaling space, researchers may investigate the relative
contribution of each cue to such judgments via linear regression. Although this methodology can shed light on the manner in which speaker characteristics are determined by
jointly considering voice f0 and FF-scaling, they cannot provide information about listeners’ use of any perceptual
dimension or mechanism that specifically follows physical
variation in FF-scaling as such.
For example, consider two voices with the same f0 and
source characteristics, one of which has a lower FF-scaling
than the other. If one listener reports hearing a male for the
low FF-scaling voice, and a female for the high FF-scaling
voice, it is reasonable to infer that they are responding to a
change in voice FF-scaling. However, if a second listener
reports that both voices appear to represent male speakers,
this does not entail that the listener fails to notice the difference in FF-scaling. Rather, the second listener may have a
higher threshold for a change in apparent speaker gender, or
they may attribute the change in FF-scaling to a change in
size-within-gender or any number of factors (including, for
some formant patterns at least, differences in vowel quality
whether categorical or graded). In short, the collection of
judgments of apparent speaker characteristics does not
allow researchers to directly investigate the perception of
FF-scaling or its putative perceptual counterpart pFFscaling. As discussed in Sec. I C, if listeners are able to
provide perceptual judgments that correlate well with FFscaling, such judgments could be a valuable source of information in the evaluation of perceptual theories related to
vowel-normalization.
B. FF-scaling, normalization, and vowel perception

Several theories of human vowel perception involve the
estimation of a speaker-dependent formant-space as a frame
of reference used to interpret the vowels produced by a
speaker (Joos, 1948; Ladefoged and Broadbent, 1957;
Ainsworth, 1975; Nearey, 1978: Nearey, 1989: Nearey and
Assmann, 2007). The speaker-dependent formant-space need
only be detailed enough so that a listener knows roughly
what FFs to expect for a given vowel category when produced by that speaker. The listener then identifies vowels by
considering the FFs of a vowel sound relative to expected
FFs for each vowel category, rather than by considering the
FFs in an absolute manner. This general hypothesis is typically referred to as speaker normalization. To the extent that
variation in formant-spaces across speakers can be accounted
for by a single parameter (i.e., FF-scaling), the process of
speaker normalization can be thought of as centering around
the estimation of an appropriate FF-scaling with which to
identify vowels produced by that speaker.
This insight underlies the log-mean normalization
method proposed in Nearey (1978). It has been used routinely for decades in sociophonetic studies by Labov and his
colleagues, where it has been found to be effective for preserving relatively subtle systematic differences between
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the FF-scaling and f0 that characterize that voice (Hillenbrand and Clark, 2009). However, the correlation between
speaker height and voice characteristics (FF-scaling and f0)
within a single class (e.g., adult males) is unreliable, particularly for adult speakers who have reached a stable height.
There is no significant correlation between adult speaker
height and average f0 after controlling for gender (Hollien
et al., 1994; Gonzalez, 2004; Lass and Brown, 1978; Collins,
2000; van Dommelen and Moxness, 1995). It has similarly
been reported that there is no significant correlation between
adult speaker height and FF-scaling after controlling for gender (Collins, 2000; van Dommelen and Moxness, 1995), or
that the correlation is weak1 (Gonzalez, 2004).
Given that the relationship between the acoustic properties of the vowels produced by a speaker and that speaker’s
height is weak within a speaker class, it is not surprising that
listeners are not able to accurately estimate speaker height
based on a speaker’s f0 and FF-scaling when speaker class is
controlled, for example, by presenting listeners with speech
from adult speakers only (van Dommelen and Moxness,
1995; Collins, 2000; Rendell et al., 2007). Despite the inability of listeners to arrive at veridical estimates of speaker size
based on speech samples, listeners typically arrive at consistent judgments regarding a speaker’s size, both within and
across listeners (van Dommelen and Moxness, 1995; Collins,
2000; Smith and Patterson, 2005; Rendell et al., 2007).
The manner in which listeners estimate speaker height
has been investigated by presenting listeners with speech
sounds that vary in terms of f0 and FF-scaling, but with a
fixed phonetic content, and asking listeners to assess the
absolute or relative heights of speakers. This has been done
using synthetic vowels (Fitch, 1994) and modified naturalspeech (Ives et al., 2005; Smith and Patterson, 2005; Smith
et al., 2005; Rendell et al., 2007). Results indicate that these
judgments are informed by jointly considering the FFscaling and f0 of a voice (Fitch, 1994; van Dommelen and
Moxness, 1995; Smith and Patterson, 2005), where progressively lower FF-scalings and/or progressively lower f0s suggest a progressively larger speaker.
Most listeners are familiar with the concept of pitch,
and it is known that they can make overt judgments of pitch
that relate to the relative f0 level of different voices (Honorof
and Whalen, 2005). It is not clear, however, whether there
exists any separable perceptual dimension that corresponds
closely to FF-scaling that listeners might learn to report.
Since this putative perceptual dimension2 has no name that
we know of, we will refer to it tentatively as the perceptual
FF-scale estimate, or pFF-scaling, to keep it distinct from
the acoustic FF-scaling used to create the stimuli used in the
experiment to be outlined below.
To date, experiments involving listener responses to
variations in the FF-scaling of voices have focused on the
estimation of speaker characteristics (e.g., gender, body
size), which are determined by jointly considering voice f0
and FF-scaling. For example, a common methodology
(Fitch, 1994; Smith and Patterson, 2005) involves creating a
set of stimuli with fixed phonetic content, which span an
f0  FF-scaling space (as in Fig. 2). Listeners are then
presented with these stimuli in a random order and, for each

FIG. 1. In the left panel, ellipses enclosing two standard deviations of the
Peterson and Barney (1952) vowels are presented. Vowels have been
normalized-using the log-mean normalization method of Nearey (1978). F1
and F2 are presented as the ratio of each formant frequency to the geometric
mean F1-F2-F3 frequency produced by each speaker across their whole
vowel system. The line is a line parallel to ln F1 ¼ ln F2. In the right panel,
all formant frequencies have been log-transformed and centered withincategory so that vowel-category means are at the origin. All points have
been rotated 45 deg clockwise so that the ln F1 ¼ ln F2 line is now parallel
to the x-axis (Dimension 1), while Dimension 2 represents the orthogonal
axis. The lines indicate the major axes of the vowel-category ellipses, which
no longer vary primarily along the ln F1 ¼ ln F2 axis (Dimension 1).
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 133, No. 2, February 2013

mate, which they refer to as w, is the log-mean of the FFs
produced by a speaker across their entire vowel system
(Method 1). Although this may not be a realistic model of
human vowel perception (since human listeners can identify
vowels without hearing a speaker’s entire vowel system), it
offers a limiting-case for the usefulness of a speakerdependent FF-scaling estimate in vowel perception. This
classifier correctly identifies vowels from the Hillenbrand
et al. (1995) data set in nearly 93% of cases, and vowels
from the Assmann and Katz (2000) data set in 82% of cases.
For both data sets, performance compares favorably to that
of human listeners, reported at 95.4% (Hillenbrand et al.,
1995) and 84% (Katz and Assmann, 2001), respectively.3
Although a speaker-dependent FF-scaling estimate may
play an important role in vowel perception, the listener does
not have direct access to the speaker’s true FF-scaling, and
must estimate this value. Both Nearey and Assmann (2007)
and Turner et al. (2009) have emphasized that since the uniform scaling hypothesis entails that productions between
speakers of the same vowel differ by a single multiplicative
parameter (i.e., FF-scaling), identifying a vowel sound will
yield an estimate of the speaker-specific parameter (i.e.,
pFF-scaling), since listeners may infer the speaker’s FFscaling given the observed formant frequencies. This is analogous to the manner in which identifying a visual object of a
known physical size yields an estimate of its distance from
the observer. In this view of vowel perception, the speakerdependent FF-scaling estimate, pFF-scaling, might be
thought of as a derived perceptual property, which a listener
constructs in establishing a speaker-dependent formantspace with which to interpret a speaker’s vowels.
C. FF-scaling, vowel perception, and apparent
speaker characteristics

Because of the potential importance of FF-scaling estimates in human vowel normalization, the ability to collect
them from listeners may help clarify unresolved issues in the
study of speech perception. For example, previous studies
have found that vowel quality shifts can be induced by
manipulating vowel f0, or the f0 of a preceding carrier phrase
(Miller, 1953; Fujisaki and Kawashima, 1968; Slawson,
1968; Nearey, 1989; Johnson, 1990). Similar effects have
been observed by pairing vowel sounds with male or female
faces (Glidden and Assmann, 2004), or simply by telling listeners that the speaker is of a certain gender (Johnson et al.,
1999). Johnson (1990, 2005) and Johnson et al. (1999) have
suggested that f0 affects vowel quality primarily indirectly,
by affecting apparent speaker characteristics, rather than by
being directly involved in the specification of vowel quality.
In terms of a general theory of speaker normalization, f0
is expected to affect perceived vowel quality primarily by
informing the speaker-dependent formant-space used by the
listener to interpret the vowels of a speaker. Apparent
speaker gender is expected to affect perceived vowel quality
in a similar manner. For example, if a vowel is presented
with a high pitch, a listener may assume that the speaker is a
female and may assume a formant-space appropriate for a
female speaker. If a vowel with the same FFs were presented
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dialects and sociolects while largely removing effects of
vocal tract length (Labov et al., 2006, p. v). This method calculates the log-mean FF produced by a speaker across their
entire vowel system, a measure which should be strongly
correlated with speaker FF-scaling, and subtracts this value
from the log-transformed formant frequencies produced by a
speaker. In effect, this method centers the vowel spaces of
different speakers along the primary axis of variation
between speakers (i.e., ln F1 ¼ ln F2; see the Appendix) and,
consequently, allows variation in FFs to be interpreted more
directly as evidence of differences in vowel quality (as
opposed to simply being a result of differences in speaker
vocal-tract length).
Consider Fig. 1, which presents the Peterson and Barney
(1952) vowel data (also presented in Fig. 3 in the Appendix).
In this figure, FFs have been normalized using the log-mean
method of Nearey (1978). As seen in Fig. 1, this process
greatly reduces the between-category overlap between vowel
categories relative to the raw FFs (presented in Fig. 3). Furthermore, the major axes of the ellipses representing the different vowel categories are no longer primarily aligned with
the ln F1 ¼ ln F2 axis as they are for unnormalized data (see
the Appendix). In fact, whereas variation along this axis
accounted for 80.6% of the variance in FFs in the unnormalized FFs (a ratio of nearly 4/1), after normalization variation
along this axis accounts for only 52.9% of variation, on average indicating an essentially equal distribution in variation
along ln F1 ¼ ln F2 and the orthogonal axis.
Nearey and Assmann (2007) present an empirical example of the potential usefulness of an FF-scaling estimate in
vowel perception. They describe an automatic vowel classifier that identifies vowels based on the FFs of a vowel, a
dialect-specific template indicating the positions of vowel
categories in a formant-space, and a speaker-specific
FF-scaling estimate. The speaker-specific FF-scaling esti-
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D. Rationale for the current experiment

In Secs. I A–I C, we have established that the formant
patterns produced by speakers of different sizes vary primarily in terms of a single, multiplicative parameter, which we
refer to as FF-scaling. Because of its strong relationship to
speaker vocal-tract length, this acoustic characteristic is
closely related to salient apparent speaker characteristics
such as size and gender. Listeners may take advantage of
this co-variation, and use FF-scaling information to infer
apparent speaker characteristics from the speech signal. We
have outlined a case for the potential centrality of information related to speaker FF-scaling in human vowel perception in terms of a general process of speaker normalization.
Finally, we have suggested that the effect of some apparent
speaker characteristics on perceived vowel quality may
occur by means of influencing the listener’s speakerdependent FF-scaling estimate.
Although the line of reasoning summarized in the previous paragraph has extensive experimental and theoretical
support, the perception of speaker FF-scaling is not well
understood. Given that our position on the process of vowel
perception centers around a speaker-dependent FF-scaling
estimate, it is incumbent on us to demonstrate that listeners
are able to identify voices that differ according to this acoustic characteristic, and to investigate the nature of a possible
pFF-scaling perceptual dimension.
Despite the potential usefulness of obtaining voice FFscaling estimates from listeners, no previous experiment has
focused on training listeners to directly report this property.
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the extent to
which listeners can learn to distinguish and identify voices
that vary in both average f0 and FF-scaling. The experiment
to be outlined here adopts a similar stimulus design to that
employed in Fitch (1994), and Smith and Patterson (2005),
where listeners are presented with a series of stimuli that
span an f0  FF-scaling space but have a fixed phonetic content. However, instead of a rating-scale judgment of a specific speaker characteristic, listeners are trained to provide
absolute identifications of each voice presented from a discrete set of alternatives in a two-dimensional display corresponding to an f0  FF-scaling space. In doing so, listeners
will provide what can be viewed as estimates of voice f0 and
voice FF-scaling independently for each dimension,5 rather
than providing a measure (such as judged size or gender)
that is likely to involve joint consideration of the two
properties.
This experiment also seeks to investigate the feasibility
of collecting FF-scaling judgments from listeners in varying
experimental conditions. Future experiments investigating
the manner in which listeners estimate voice FF-scaling may
require listeners to report voice f0, or they may require listeners to disregard it, depending on the specific question
being addressed. To investigate whether disregarding stimulus f0 results in a significant change in the consistency with
which listeners report voice FF-scaling, the ability of listeners to report voice FF-scaling will be tested in two conditions. In the first of these, listeners will be asked to report
FF-scaling and f0 for each trial. In the second condition,
S. Barreda and T. M. Nearey: Identifying voice formant-frequency scaling
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with a low pitch, the listener may assume a male speaker,
and a formant-space appropriate for a male, which may lead
to differences in perceived vowel quality. This may be contrasted with the direct effect of a change in F1, for example,
which would be expected to result in a change in vowel quality even within-speaker.
Barreda and Nearey (2012a) report the results of an
experiment that offers strong support for Johnson’s hypothesis. Listeners were presented with a series of vowels that differed in their FFs and f0 and, for each trial, were asked to
report vowel quality and two apparent speaker characteristics. The speaker characteristics they were asked to report
were speaker gender (male or female) and speaker size
(using a continuous scale that they were instructed to use as
they saw fit). Results indicate that although f0 can exert a
strong influence on perceived vowel quality, this effect is
greatly diminished (but still significant) if apparent speaker
characteristics are accounted for. This was taken as an indication that although f0 is strongly related to perceived vowel
quality, its effect is mostly achieved by suggesting apparent
speaker characteristics to the listener. Furthermore, apparent
speaker gender had a significant effect on perceived vowel
quality, and apparent speaker size (controlling for gender)
had a marginally significant effect4 on vowel quality, even
after controlling for the acoustic characteristics of the vowel
sound.
Although experiments such as Johnson (1990), Johnson
et al. (1999), Glidden and Assmann (2004), and Barreda and
Nearey (2012a) used speaker characteristics such as speaker
gender to investigate the process of speaker normalization,
none of these authors suggest that speaker gender is directly
involved in the specification of vowel quality in the same
way that the formants are. Rather, these experiments might
be interpreted as using apparent speaker characteristics as
surface variables to investigate the latent variable of interest,
the FF-scaling estimate for a voice on the part of the listener.
Because of the strong and consistent association listeners
make between FF-scaling and perceived speaker size and
gender (outlined in Sec. I A), experimenters might reasonably infer that if listeners indicate that a speaker is an adult
male, they will also expect a relatively lower FF-scaling
than if the speaker were an adult female. Thus, controlling
for apparent speaker characteristics, as in Barreda and
Nearey (2012a), can be viewed as indirectly attempting to
control for a latent estimated FF-scaling, while affecting
apparent speaker gender as in Glidden and Assmann (2004)
might be viewed as an attempt to influence implicit, listenerinternal FF-scaling estimates.
A more direct approach to experiments investigating
the direct and indirect effects of acoustic cues on vowel
quality would be to collect overt FF-scaling judgments
from listeners in experiments designed to investigate specific questions. If this could be done, researchers would not
need to rely solely on speaker characteristics that, although
they may strongly co-vary with speaker FF-scaling, may do
so only in a complex, derivative way. Furthermore, specific
hypotheses about the possible role of FF-scaling estimates
in vowel perception could be tested in a more direct
manner.

II. METHODOLOGY

B. Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of vowel pairs with formant patterns appropriate for the sequence [i æ] (in that order, separated by a pause) spoken by a single speaker. These were
constructed to simulate the voices of 15 different synthetic
speakers. The vowels associated with these voices varied on
the basis of three factors: f0 step, FF-scaling step, and the
difference in FF-scaling between adjacent FF-scaling steps
(this difference will be referred to as DFF-scale). FF-scaling
level and f0 level were within-subjects factors, so that each
listener was presented with voices at each combination of
f0 and FF-scaling steps (3 f0 steps  5 FF-scaling steps).
However, DFF-scale was a between-subjects factor, so that
each listener was only ever presented with voices at a single
DFF-scale level.
The FFs of vowels representing an FF-scaling step were
determined by increasing all of the FFs of the previous step
by a fixed percentage (i.e., by a single multiplicative scale
factor). The size of the percentage increase between adjacent
FF-scaling steps was determined by the DFF-scale level.
Four different FF-scaling increments were used (7%, 8%,
9%, 10%), resulting in four groups of listeners. For example,
for the stimuli for the 9% DFF-scale level, the FFs of the
vowels of the second FF-scaling step were determined by
increasing all of the FFs of the first FF-scaling step by 9%.
The FFs of the vowels for the third FF-scaling step were
then increased by a further 9% relative to those of the second
step (18.81% relative to the first FF-scaling step), and so on.
It is worth noting that the FF-scaling differences used in
the construction of the stimuli for this experiment (7%, 8%,
9%, 10%) are close to the estimated just noticeable difference for FF-scaling, estimated to be 7%–8% by Smith et al.
(2005) and 4%–6% by Ives et al. (2005). In both cases, just
noticeable differences were estimated using a twoalternative, forced-choice methodology.
Each vowel of the [i æ] stimulus pair was 200 ms
in length, and these were separated by 125 ms of silence.
Table I presents the initial values for each of the three f0
steps. For every stimulus, f0 decreased linearly by 10% from
the beginning to the end of the vowel. f0 levels were the
same for all DFF-scale levels. Table I also provides the FFs
TABLE I. Initial f0 levels for all conditions. Formant frequencies provided
are those used for the lowest FF-scaling step vowels in all conditions, corresponding to formant frequencies appropriate for a typical adult male.

A. Participants

Listeners were 71 students from the University of
Alberta drawn from a participant pool in which undergraduate students take part in experiments in exchange for partial
course credit. All participants were students taking an introductory level, undergraduate linguistics course. Before beginning the experiment, all participants filled out a questionnaire
in which they indicated their age, gender, native language,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 133, No. 2, February 2013

any other languages they spoke, and the amount of formal
musical training they had received (measured in years). This
background information was collected because we thought
that prior musical or language experience might influence listeners’ ability to perform the experimental tasks successfully.
Our reasoning is discussed further in Sec. III.

Low

Medium

High

f0

110

177

270

i
æ

F1
280
717

F2
2148
1497

F3
2755
2318
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listeners will be asked to report FF-scaling only, and disregard stimulus f0.
There are three general possible outcomes, each of
which has different implications for the manner in which
human listeners respond to and isolate the FF-scaling of a
voice, and for the nature of an acoustic quality such as pFFscaling. The first possible outcome is that listeners are not
able to do this and perform no better than chance in either of
the testing conditions. This outcome would be problematic
given that listeners have been found to respond to FF-scaling
changes in determining apparent speaker characteristics.
This outcome might suggest that listeners’ representations of
voice characteristics are not organized along dimensions
related to FF-scaling, that the training paradigm was fundamentally flawed in some way, or, finally, that the task was
too difficult given the relatively short training sequence.
The second possible outcome is that listeners are able to
report their judgments of FF-scaling with good consistency
and accuracy (that is, the judgments are strongly correlated
with the physical FF-scaling of the stimuli), and that these
judgments are made independently of stimulus f0. This
outcome would be predicted based on the work by Irino
and Patterson (2002), Smith et al. (2005), and Turner et al.
(2006), which have all suggested that the peripheral auditory
system processes sounds at an early level, and that this processing segregates information regarding the size of the vocal
tract from information regarding the particular configuration
of the vocal tract during articulation. The output of this process is expected to be directly available to the listener (which
would suggest relatively high performance), and FF-scaling
identification should not be influenced by f0.
The third possible outcome is that listeners are able to
report FF-scaling with a good level of accuracy and consistency, but that these judgments are influenced by stimulus
f0. This outcome would be predicted by processes similar
to Method 6 of the sliding template model (Nearey and
Assmann, 2007), which estimates speaker FF-scaling on the
basis of the joint distribution of f0 and FF-scaling between
speakers, and the relative fit of the observed FFs to those
expected for each vowel category. Importantly, only a main
effect of f0 on reported FF-scaling is predicted, where a
higher f0 should result in a higher reported FF-scaling. This
predicted outcome will be shared by any proposed normalization method which seeks to exploit the covariance
between FF-scaling and f0 between speakers to estimate
speaker FF-scaling based on f0 (although specific models
may predict more complicated patterns of relationships
between f0 and reported FF-scaling).

C. Procedure

A training game reminiscent of the “concentration” or
“memory” card game was created to train participants to
report FF-scaling independently of f0. This game was played
on a computer using a specially designed graphical user
interface. The game board contained 15 boxes arranged in
three rows of five. Each of these boxes was associated with
a single voice throughout each participant’s experimental
session. Voices in the same row had the same f0 while
voices in the same column had the same FF-scaling. Voice
f0 increased from top to bottom across rows while voice FFscaling increased from left to right across columns (in fact,

the stimulus voices were arranged on the board in the same
manner that they are arranged in Fig. 2). Before beginning
the game, participants completed an introductory task in
which they were familiarized with all voices. Participants
were told that the pitch of voices would increase from bottom to top and that voices differed from left to right in terms
of “voice size,” which they were told was closely related to
speaker size.
The general procedure during the training game was
that participants were presented with vowels produced by
one of the voices on the board and were asked to indicate the
position of the voice within the board by clicking on the box
that was associated with it. By locating the voice on the
board, participants were, in effect, reporting the FF-scaling
and f0 levels for the stimulus voice. The game consisted of a
series of 11 levels of increasing difficulty. Difficulty was
increased between levels by increasing the number of candidate voices available to listeners during each trial. For example, initially listeners were asked to identify a voice from
one of two candidates, while in later levels listeners were
asked to identify a voice from among all voices in a row, or
all voices in two rows. Buttons associated with voices that
were candidates for selection in the session were colored
blue. Buttons that were not to be considered for selection
were the same gray color as the background of the board.
The procedure in each level was as follows: For a trial,
listeners were played the vowels [i æ], produced by a single
voice. These vowels were always presented in the same
order and were separated by 125 ms of silence. Listeners
were allowed to replay the vowels as many times as they
liked by clicking on a button marked “replay.” Listeners
then had to indicate the location of the voice on the board by

FIG. 2. The x-axis indicates the
mean of the first three formant
frequencies for productions of /i/.
Ellipses enclose two standard deviations of the distribution of real
voices from data collected by Hillenbrand et al. (1995). Ellipses indicate the distribution of voices of
adult males (dotted line), adult
females (solid line), and children
(broken line). The locations of stimulus voices at each DFF-scale level
are indicated by the filled points.
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used for the first (lowest-frequency) FF-scaling step for all
DFF-scale levels. These values were set based on average
productions of the same vowels produced by adult male
native speakers of the regional dialect. For both vowels, F4
was set at 3375 Hz and each formant above F4 was 1000 Hz
higher than the last, up to the tenth formant. Vowels were
synthesized with a variable sampling rate so that the Nyquist
frequency fell halfway between the tenth formant and the
expected frequency of the eleventh formant given the spacing between formants. The inclusion of higher formants, and
the variable sampling rate, were undertaken to avoid inappropriate spectral levels that can readily result when there is
uneven distribution of formants near the Nyquist frequency
(see Nearey, 1989, Appendix B, for a discussion of some of
the issues involved). All vowels were then re-sampled at
22 050 Hz. Figure 2 compares the location of the synthetic
voices used in this experiment, for each DFF-scale level, to a
range of real voices plotted on an f0  FF-scaling space.

A. Identification of voice f0 and FF-scaling
1. Performance for the two-factors task

Identification rates were found for correct labeling of f0
level, correct labeling of FF-scaling level, and correct absolute identification (where both factors were correctly
labeled), individually for each participant (n ¼ 71). Performance was high overall with an average of 79.4% f0
identifications [min ¼ 31%, max ¼ 100%, standard deviation (sd) ¼ 15.3%], 40.1% correct FF-scaling identifications
(min ¼ 15.5%, max ¼ 71%, sd ¼ 12%), and 33.6% correct
absolute identifications of both characteristics simultaneously (min ¼ 6.7%, max ¼ 71%, sd ¼ 13.7%). All three
TABLE II. Distribution of some listener characteristics among different
DFF-scale groups.

III. RESULTS

The performance of different listeners was expected
to vary as a result of two main classes of characteristics.
The first of these is the different scaling-factor increments
(DFF-scale) used to create the synthetic voices. Since larger
DFF-scales increase the acoustic difference between adjacent
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 133, No. 2, February 2013

FF-scaling levels (i.e., horizontally adjacent voices on the
board), it was expected that DFF-scale level would affect
identification rates, with lower values resulting in worse performance. This is a between-subjects factor in the statistical
design and can be dealt with directly as such.
The second class of characteristics expected to affect listener performance is the difference in ability that participants
may have had before beginning the training, or the different
rates at which participants might learn to independently
report the two aspects of voice quality being investigated
here. Although no direct measure of these differences is
available independently of the experimental results, it was
expected that three additional characteristics that relate to
listeners’ background experience could serve as covariates
that reflected these differences in ability.
The first of these covariates is native language, where
the performance of native speakers of English might differ
from that of non-native speakers. For example, non-native
speakers might have more difficulty processing the categorical vowel information and might be operating under a
greater cognitive load than native speakers. The second
covariate is fluency in a tone language. Seventeen participants were fluent in a tone language. These speakers may
have had an advantage in identifying pitch levels or in separating pitch and FF-scaling information relative to speakers
without knowledge of a tone language. The final covariate
was the number of years of formal musical training a listener
had received (including zero for listeners who had received
no musical training). In pilot tests of the training program, a
listener who was a trained musician performed considerably
better than any other listener. It was anticipated that formal
musical training might also help listeners learn to separate
the f0 and FF-scaling information of sounds independently
and thus might affect performance. The distribution of these
characteristics among listeners in different DFF-scale groups
is presented in Table II.

DFF-scale
Total listeners
English native speakers
Fluent in a tone language
Musically trained

7
18
17
5
7

8
18
14
4
9

9
18
15
4
8
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clicking on one of the blue buttons. When listeners answered
correctly, the next pair of vowels played after a 1 s pause,
and the process continued until all candidate voices were
identified three times each. Voices were presented in a
randomized condition, blocked by repetition.
When participants answered incorrectly, the game
entered into a special game mode designed to provide the
user with feedback, and an opportunity to improve their performance by listening to the voices on the board. In this
mode, the correct location of the voice the listener had just
heard was indicated by a green box. The box that had been
incorrectly selected by the listener was indicated by a red
box. Listeners were allowed to listen to all available voices
as many times as they liked by clicking on the boxes associated with different voices. When a listener was finished
using error mode, they clicked on a button marked “resume,”
after which the next voice in the round was presented after a
1 s pause.
Longer-term feedback was provided to listeners via a
message across the top of the game board, which informed
listeners of the percent of trials they had identified correctly
within a given level and of the percentage of trials in which
they had been within one step at most, in both f0 and FFscaling level, of the correct box. When a level was completed, listeners moved on to the next level in the game by
clicking on the button marked “resume.” The next level
would not begin until the listener clicked on this button. All
listeners took part in experimental sessions of a maximum of
1 h in length.
After completing all levels of the training game, listeners performed two experimental tasks. In the first task listeners were asked to identify a voice from among all 15
candidate voices by indicating its f0 and FF-scaling level.
This task will be referred to as the two-factors task. Listeners
identified each voice three times, for a total of 45 trials per
participant for this task. The two-factors task should give the
best indication of the ability of listeners to separate FFscaling and f0 information, and to report each independently.
For the second task, listeners were again asked to identify stimuli from among all candidate voices; however, for
this task listeners only had to indicate stimulus FF-scaling
level and ignore f0 (this will be referred to as the FF-only
task). For this task, only the middle row of response buttons
were visible to the listener so that listeners only had the
option of reporting FF-scaling. Again, listeners identified
each voice three times, for a total of 45 trials per participant
for this task. This task was intended to compare the ability of
listeners to identify stimulus FF-scaling when listeners are
asked to report f0 and when they are asked to ignore f0.
All listeners performed the two-factors task before the
FF-scaling only task.

2. Performance for the FF-scaling only task

Since only information regarding FF-scaling estimates
was collected for the FF-scaling only task, all references
made to correct identification rates refer to FF-scaling identification alone. Once again, correct identification rates were
found individually for each participant (n ¼ 71). Performance
was high overall, with an average correct FF-scaling identification rate of 40.6% (min ¼ 13.3%, max ¼ 64%, sd ¼ 11.8%),
which is very close to the 40.1% correct FF-scaling identification rate for the two-factor task.
A regression analysis was carried out in which FFscaling identification rate was the dependent variable. Once
again, the predictor variables were the between-subjects factor DFF-scale (7%, 8%, 9%, 10%), the binary indicator variables native language (English vs non-English), tone language
fluency (fluent vs not fluent), and the level of musical instruction, coded as a continuous covariate (in number of years of
instruction). The same pattern of effects was found as in twofactor task, with only musical training [F(1,64) ¼ 9.5,
p ¼ 0.0030] being a significant predictor of participant
performance.
Finally, in order to see if a listener’s ability to identify
voice FF-scaling was affected by whether they were also
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asked to report voice f0, a t-test was carried out on the
individual, within-participant difference in FF-scaling identification across the two tasks. The mean within-listener difference in performance between the two task was 0.5%, a
difference that did not reach significance [t(70) ¼ 0.44,
p ¼ 0.66]. This indicates that voice FF-scaling estimation is
similar in cases where listeners are asked to report voice f0
and in cases where they are asked to disregard it.
B. Information used in FF-scaling estimation

The FF-scaling indicated by the listener in response to a
trial will be referred to as judged FF-scaling, as opposed to
the veridical stimulus FF-scaling level present in each stimulus. Judged FF-scaling is expected to correlate strongly
with the listener-internal pFF-scaling perceptual dimension.
Consequently, the most important determiner of judged FFscaling was expected to be stimulus FF-scaling. If listeners
were performing this task using only information from the
FFs of a vowel pair to determine the FF-scaling of the voice
that produced them, stimulus FF-scaling would be the only
significant predictor of judged FF-scaling, with no role for
stimulus f0. On the other hand, a significant main effect
for f0 may indicate a process of FF-scaling estimation such
as Method 6 of the sliding template model (Nearey and
Assmann, 2007) where f0 may bias FF-scaling estimates.
We know of no theory that would predict a significant interaction between f0 and FF-scaling in the determination of FFscaling estimates.
The relationship between judged FF-scaling and stimulus f0 and FF-scaling was investigated using ordinal logistic
regression. Models of this kind allow one to investigate the
classification of stimuli into a sequence of discrete, ordinal
categories based on a given number of explanatory variables.
In this case, the dependent variable was the judged FFscaling provided by the listener for each trial. Judged FFscaling steps were coded as one through five, where higher
numbers indicated higher FF-scaling ratings (and higher
average FFs for a voice). Stimulus FF-scaling was coded as
a centered covariate, while stimulus f0 steps were coded
using dummy variables, where the lowest f0 step acted as the
reference group. This coding allows for a linear relationship
between stimulus and judged FF-scalings, as well as for
stimulus f0 levels to result in shifts in judged FF-scaling.
The interaction between these two terms allows for the possibility that stimulus FF-scaling had a different linear relationship with judged FF-scaling at different levels of
stimulus f0.
A model was fit to the data collected for each participant
independently, and this was carried out separately for the
data from each of the two tasks performed (two-factors task
and FF-scaling only task). Significance testing was then carried out on the coefficients found for each listener, for each
task, to investigate the effects of each predictor on judged
FF-scaling (Gumpertz and Pantula, 1989).
For the two-factors task, stimulus FF-scaling was a highly
significant predictor of judged FF-scaling [F(1,70) ¼ 77.9,
p < 0.0001]. As expected, there was a positive relationship
between stimulus FF-scaling and judged FF-scaling. The
S. Barreda and T. M. Nearey: Identifying voice formant-frequency scaling
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mean values were considerably higher than what would be
expected given chance performance (33%, 20%, and 6.7%,
respectively). There was a moderate positive correlation
between correct identification rates for f0 and FF-scaling
within-listeners; listeners who identified f0 at a higher rate
also identified FF-scaling at a higher rate [r ¼ 0.44,
t(69) ¼ 4.1, p ¼ 0.0001].
Listener performance was expected to be affected by the
between-subjects factor DFF-scale. In addition, the covariates reflecting listeners’ background experience were also
expected to influence performance level. In order to test
which of these characteristics had a significant effect on
performance on the two-factors task, a regression analysis
was carried out on the within-participant, correct absoluteidentification rates. The predictor variables were the
between-subjects factor DFF-scale (7%, 8%, 9%, 10%), the
binary indicator variables native language (English vs nonEnglish), tone language fluency (fluent vs not fluent), and the
level of musical instruction, coded as a continuous covariate
(in number of years of instruction, including zero for listeners who had received no instruction).
None of the effects reached significance, except the
effect of musical training [F(1,64) ¼ 16.8, p ¼ 0.0001]. Surprisingly, the main effect for DFF-scale did not even
approach significance [F(3,64) ¼ 1.4, p ¼ 0.25]. Thus, listeners in the 7% DFF-scale group scored about as well as those
in the 10% DFF-scale group, 37% and 35% correct absolute
identifications, respectively. A parallel analysis of variance
was carried out on the marginal correct identification rates
for voice f0 and FF-scaling. These analyses revealed a similar pattern of results with the only significant main effect
being for musical training for correct identification of f0
[F(1,64) ¼ 17.8, p < 0.0001] and FF-scaling [F(1,64) ¼ 9.9,
p ¼ 0.0025].
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TABLE III. Sum of squares and percent of variance explained of judged
FF-scaling explained by stimulus FF-scaling (FF-S), stimulus f0 (f0), and
the interaction of the two.
Two-factors task
Term

df

Sum of squares

% Variance explained

FF-S
f0
FF-S  f0
Residual

1
2
2
—

2244.2
32.3
7.6
4023.2

35.6
0.5
0.1
63.8

Term

df

FF-scaling only task
Sum of squares

% Variance explained

FF-S
f0
FF-S  f0
Residual

1
2
2
—

1980.4
242.2
8.9
4034.3

31.6
3.9
0.1
64.4

IV. DISCUSSION

The motivation behind this experiment was to investigate the extent to which listeners can learn to distinguish and
identify voices that vary in average f0 and FF-scaling. Results
indicate that listeners are able to report voice FF-scaling
with reasonable accuracy after only a short training session.
Performance was much higher than chance in both the twofactor task and the FF-scaling only task, for absolute identifications of voice FF-scaling and f0 where applicable. The
high rate at which listeners are able to absolutely identify
voice FF-scaling is noteworthy given that the DFF-scales
used in this experiment (7%–10%) are not much higher than
the just noticeable difference in FF-scaling, which has been
estimated to be between 4%–8% (Smith et al., 2005; Ives
et al., 2005). Furthermore, listeners are able to report voice
FF-scaling with the same level of accuracy whether they are
asked to report voice f0 or to disregard it.
In addition to the high rate at which listeners correctly
identified stimulus FF-scaling, their errors tended to cluster
around the correct stimulus FF-scaling. Overall, in 65% of
errors committed across both tasks, listeners were only off
by a single FF-scaling step. In the two-factors task, listeners
erred in identifying stimulus FF-scaling by a single step in
39.7% of trials. Combined with the 40.1% of cases in which
they correctly identified voice FF-scaling, this means that in
79.8% of trials listeners were either correct or off by a single
step. In the FF-scaling only task, they were within one
FF-scaling step in 78.8% of cases. By chance alone, listeners
would be expected to respond within one step of correct in
52% of cases, meaning that they responded within one
step roughly 53% [i.e., (79 – 52)/52] more than expected.
These near-miss error patterns suggest that the listenerinternal mappings of the stimulus voices are arrayed in a
two-dimensional space corresponding closely to f0 and FFscaling. These results all support the notion that there exists
a perceptual quality, such as pFF-scaling, which is closely
aligned with FF-scaling.
The ability listeners have demonstrated in reporting
voice FF-scaling suggests that the experiment reported
here could easily be extended to investigate the relationship
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main effect for f0 did not approach significance [F(2,69)
¼ 0.38, p ¼ 0.68]. However, the interaction between stimulus
f0 and stimulus FF-scaling was significant [F(2,69) ¼ 8.79,
p ¼ 0.0004].
The interaction between stimulus f0 and FF-scaling may
be decomposed by stimulus f0 level. Since the lowest f0 step
was used as the reference group, these interactions indicate
whether the linear relationship between stimulus and judged
FF-scaling differed significantly at the second or third f0
steps relative to the relationship observed for the lowest f0
step. When considered in this way, only the interaction
between the second, intermediate f0 level and stimulus FFscaling reaches significance [t(70) ¼ 3.08, p ¼ 0.0029].
The interaction is negative, resulting in a decrease in the
slope relating stimulus FF-scaling to judged FF-scaling.
Since the dependent variable representing stimulus FFscaling was centered, the decrease in slope indicates that
responses tended to gravitate toward the middle of the FFscaling response space for the middle f0 level more so than
for the high and low f0 levels.
For the FF-scaling only task, there was a very strong
positive relationship between stimulus FF-scaling and
judged FF-scaling [F(1,70) ¼ 55.8, p < 0.0001]. Unlike for
the two-factors task, stimulus f0 [F(2,69) ¼ 16, p < 0.0001]
had a significant (main) effect on judged FF-scaling. The
effect of each of the stimulus f0 levels on judged FF-scaling
was positive, indicating that higher stimulus f0’s were associated with higher judged FF-scalings. The interaction
between stimulus FF-scaling and stimulus f0 was also significant [F(2,69) ¼ 12.7, p < 0.0001]. When decomposed by
stimulus f0 level, this interaction showed a similar pattern as
that observed for the two-factors task in that only the interaction between the second f0 level and stimulus FF-scaling
reached significance [t(70) ¼ 2.66, p ¼ 0.0096]. Once again,
this interaction was negative indicating a decrease in the
slope relating stimulus FF-scaling to judged FF-scaling.
The significant effects for stimulus f0 in both models
described above indicate that stimulus f0 does have an effect
on judged FF-scaling. In order to get a rough estimate of the
magnitude of these effects, two linear models were fit to the
pooled data across all participants. This process was carried
out independently for the results from the two-factors task,
and those from the FF-scaling only task. These models
treated the response variable, judged FF-scaling, as a continuous variable. The independent variables were coded in the
same manner as for the models outlined above. Table III
presents the sum of squares and the percent variance
explained by each of the explanatory variables for each of
these models.
It is clear from the proportion of variance explained by
stimulus FF-scaling that judged FF-scaling is most strongly
determined by stimulus FF-scaling. In both the two-factors
task and the FF-scaling only task, stimulus f0 and the interaction between stimulus f0 and stimulus FF-scaling explain
only a very small amount (0.1% to 3.9%) of the overall variance in judged FF-scaling. These results indicate that the
significant effect of stimulus f0 on judged FF-scaling, as
well as the significant interaction between stimulus f0 and
stimulus FF-scaling, indicate a small but consistent effect.
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Furthermore, a significant negative correlation was
found in errors of f0 and FF-scaling identification. A number
may be assigned to judged f0 and FF-scaling that indicates
the difference between these judgments and the veridical
stimulus properties. So, for example, zero would indicate a
correct identification while negative integers would indicate
underestimations and positive numbers would indicate overestimations. For the 46 listeners who made at least 5 f0 identification errors, the average within-participant Spearman’s
correlation coefficient between f0 and FF-scaling identification errors was 0.17 [t(45) ¼ 5.88, p < 0.0001] indicating
that FF-scaling overestimations were associated with f0
underestimations and vice versa.
The results presented in Sec. III B indicate that stimulus
f0 has a weak effect on judged FF-scaling, and that this
effect can vary for particular combinations of f0 and FFscaling. Furthermore these relationships may vary based on
the specific task at hand. For example, in the two-factors
task, there was no significant main effect for stimulus f0 on
judged FF-scaling, while for the FF-scaling only task the
main effect for stimulus f0 was significant. This may indicate
that f0 has more of an effect on judged FF-scaling when listeners do not have to explicitly report it, relative to situations
in which they do have to report it.
The main effect of f0 on judged FF-scaling was positive
in cases where it was significant. This is not surprising given
the natural co-variation of f0 and FF-scaling, where higher
f0s are associated with higher FF-scalings, and the fact that
listeners have demonstrated a sensitivity to this covariation
(Assmann and Nearey, 2007, 2008). However, we do not
have ready explanations for the interaction patterns observed
across the two tasks. In both cases, the linear relationship
between stimulus and judged FF-scaling differs for the middle f0 step relative to the high and low f0 steps, and this difference manifested itself as a decrease in the positive
relationship between the two variables, resulting in a compression toward the middle of the response space.
These results suggest that f0 may play a role in the
determination of pFF-scaling, and that this may not be determined solely on the basis of the FFs of a vowel sound. An
effect for f0 on pFF-scaling is predicted by Method 6 of the
sliding template model of Nearey and Assmann (2007),
where they suggest that pFF-scaling (which they refer to as
w) is determined party on the basis of f0. However, this
model would only predict linear shifts in pFF-scaling based
on f0, and not a complicated pattern of interactions. This
model also has no way to explain the negative correlation of
errors observed, not the varying effect of f0 based on task
type.
The significant and complicated effect of stimulus f0 on
judged FF-scaling casts doubt on the theories put forth by
Irino and Patterson (2002), Smith et al. (2005), and Turner
et al. (2006). These researchers claim that the peripheral
auditory system performs transformations on speech sounds
that automatically segregate information related to vocaltract configuration from information related to FF-scaling,
and that human listeners have direct access to FF-scaling
information resulting from this processing. If this were the
case, there is no clear reason why f0 should significantly
S. Barreda and T. M. Nearey: Identifying voice formant-frequency scaling
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between apparent speaker gender and pFF-scaling by
instructing listeners that the speaker was of a particular gender on a given trial. A methodology of this kind could be
used to investigate the results presented in Johnson et al.
(1999) and Glidden and Assmann (2004) where changing
listener expectations regarding speaker gender affected perceived vowel quality. If a trained listener systematically
over- or underestimated stimulus FF-scaling based on apparent speaker gender, it would serve as good evidence that
apparent speaker gender affects perceived vowel quality
by affecting pFF-scaling estimates based on gender
stereotypes.
Another possibility is the use of this training experiment
in conjunction with experiments such as those described in
Johnson (1990), Johnson et al. (1999), and Barreda and
Nearey (2012a), in which the relationship between apparent
speaker characteristics and perceived vowel quality was
investigated. In those experiments, stimulus vowels varied
along a limited number of FF dimensions (either F1 or F1
and F2) rather than along all FFs simultaneously, which is
the case when they vary in terms of FF-scaling. For example,
in Barreda and Nearey (2012a) listeners were presented with
vowels that varied along an F1-F2 continuum, and these
were presented with several different f0 and higher formant
conditions. Apparent speaker size and gender judgments
were collected in order to control for estimates of pFFscaling, and the association between these characteristics
and perceived vowel quality was investigated.
However, the results of the experiment presented here
suggest that it is possible to ask trained listeners to report
speaker FF-scaling directly. For example, given a certain
point along the F1-F2 continuum, we might expect that listeners would respond to changes in the higher formants by
indicating different judged FF-scaling levels. Furthermore,
given a point along the F1-F2 continuum, pFF-scaling
may co-vary with apparent speaker gender, and perceived
vowel quality. Using a methodology of this kind, the relationship between pFF-scaling, apparent speaker characteristics and perceived vowel quality could be investigated more
directly.
Barreda and Nearey (2012b) present preliminary results
of a study using just this methodology. A replication of
Barreda and Nearey (2012a) was carried out in which FFscaling judgments, as well as speaker gender and vowel
quality judgments, were collected from trained listeners. The
results indicate that there is a significant relationship between
listener FF-scaling responses and reported vowel quality for
vowels which had been low-pass filtered above F3.6
Although listeners are able to report stimulus FF-scaling
accurately, some results suggest that the determination of
pFF-scaling interacts with the identification of stimulus f0 in a
complicated manner that warrants further investigation. Correct identification of stimulus f0 was associated with higher
correct identification of FF-scaling both between-participants
(as reported in Sec. III A 1) and within participants; of the 46
listeners who made at least five f0 identification errors,
FF-scaling identification rates were 6.3% higher when they
identified f0 correctly relative to cases in which they did not
[t(45) ¼ 2.91, p ¼ 0.0056].

V. CONCLUSION

The experiment outlined here involved a training
method in which listeners learned to report voice FFscaling. Although listeners have previously demonstrated a
sensitivity to changes in voice FF-scaling independently of
f0, the average listener may not have a ready label for the
acoustic characteristic associated with the average FFs produced by a voice. Results indicate that listeners are able to
provide FF-scaling judgments with relative ease and consistency, and that these estimates are most strongly determined by the FFs of a stimulus, with only weak effects for
stimulus f0. This may be contrasted with apparent speaker
characteristics such as apparent speaker size and gender,
which are most strongly determined by the f0 of a vowel,
with a weaker effect for the FFs (Gelfer and Mikos, 2005;
Hillenbrand and Clark, 2009).
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 133, No. 2, February 2013

The results presented here suggest that it is feasible to
collect FF-scaling estimates from listeners in further experiments which seek to investigate the process of FF-scaling
estimation, or the role of FF-scaling estimation in speech
perception. Furthermore, they suggest that there exists a perceptual dimension closely aligned with FF-scaling (i.e.,
pFF-scaling), and that this perceptual dimension may be
influenced to some extent by f0 in a complicated manner that
is not explained by any theory we are aware of. Given the
potential importance of FF-scaling, and its perceptual counterpart pFF-scaling, for vowel perception and the determination of apparent speaker characteristics, these issues warrant
further investigation.
APPENDIX

It has been suggested that non-uniformities in the vocal
tracts of speakers of different sizes might result in the nonuniform scaling of speech sounds between adult males
and other speakers (Fant, 1975). Fant suggested that such
non-uniformities were due to the relatively longer pharynxto-mouth ratios of adult males. However, no clear demonstration either of the statistical reliability of systematic
non-uniformities nor of the perceptual relevance of any such
non-uniformities to listeners’ identification performance
exist in the literature.
Turner et al. (2009) review difficulties with this hypothesis. In particular, they present a re-examination of the physiological data reported by Fitch and Giedd (1999) and find
that although the oral-pharyngeal cavity ratios vary continuously in relation to speaker size, and not simply on the basis
of speaker gender, there is no evidence that these differences
manifest themselves as differences in produced formant
patterns. They conclude that “the anatomical distinction
between the oral and pharyngeal divisions of the vocal tract
is immaterial to the acoustic result of speech production. For
a given vowel, the tongue constriction is simply positioned
where it produces the appropriate ratio of front-cavity length
to back-cavity length, independent of the location of the
oral-pharyngeal junction” (p. 2379). They also state that
“speakers adjust the shape of the vocal tract as they grow to
maintain a specific pattern of formant frequencies for individual vowels” (p. 2374). Basically, despite differences in
anatomy from person to person, speakers strive to produce
vowels which differ by a single parameter (i.e., FF-scaling)
from the same vowel when produced by other speakers of
their language, even if this entails slight modifications to
articulatory gestures as a speaker ages.
We do not intend to suggest that vowels vary withincategory, between-speakers, solely on the basis of FFscaling in a deterministic manner. Rather, our position is
that, all other things being equal, vowels from speakers of
the same dialect with varying vocal-tract lengths differ in
terms of this parameter plus statistical noise. This noise may
result from idiosyncratic differences in articulation or
speaker anatomy, or it may be a result of the particular situation in which the speech was produced (e.g., clear vs casual
speech). The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the classic Peterson
and Barney (1952) vowel data. A visual inspection of Fig. 3
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influence directly reported FF-scaling judgments, or for this
influence to vary based on task. Although transforms such as
those suggested by these authors may still occur, a transformation which segregates information regarding voice FFscaling, only to recombine it with f0 information before the
listener can access it would not be of much use to listeners.
Some characteristics of the experimental design make it
unsuitable questions regarding the processes that underlie
the construction of a pFF-scaling dimension, and the manner
in which this is influenced by f0. This experiment was
designed to investigate whether listeners are able to identify
voices on the basis of their FF-scaling, and whether it would
be feasible to collect FF-scaling estimates from listeners in
perceptual experiments.
First, the sampling of the f0 dimension was deliberately
sparse, and many listeners committed very few, or no f0
identification errors at all. For example, 35 of 71 listeners
made less than 5 f0 identification errors out of a total of 45
trials for the two-factors task. We did not want to present too
complex or frustrating a task to listeners until we were certain they could reliably respond to FF-scaling differences in
voices. Second, the sampling of the FF-scaling dimension
was intended to replicate the stimulus design of experiments
that might involve the collection of FF-scaling estimates
rather than to investigate the process of FF-scaling estimation as a continuous dimension. Finally, the limited number
of trials carried out for each of the two tasks makes it difficult to analyze these processes in great detail. However, it is
important to note that the effect of f0 and the correlation of
errors were detectable despite these shortcomings, which
suggests that these are important considerations in the construction of a pFF-scaling dimension.
In the future, experiments with stimuli that more densely
sample the f0  FF-scaling space, and which feature a higher
number of trials will need to be carried out to investigate
more specific questions regarding the processes involved in
f0 and FF-scaling estimation. Of particular interest to the field
of speech perception is the way in which these two processes
may cooperate and the ways in which this cooperation may
interact with the estimation of apparent speaker characteristics and the determination of vowel quality.

clearly shows that the major axes of the ellipses are aligned
with the F1 ¼ F2 line in a log-space (henceforth,
ln F1 ¼ ln F2), also indicated on the figure. Variation along
the ln F1 ¼ ln F2 indicates equal logarithmic increases to
both F1 and F2, and is consistent with variation according to
a single multiplicative parameter.
To investigate the extent of variation along the
ln F1 ¼ ln F2 axis, the following analysis was carried out.7
Formant frequencies were log transformed, and centered
according to vowel-category so that all category means were
located at the origin. After this, all points were rotated by
45 deg in a clockwise direction. The result of this is presented in the right panel of Fig. 3. As a result of these transformations, the x-axis now represents a line parallel to
ln F1 ¼ ln F2 and variation along this axis represents variation within vowel-category, between-speakers, that results
from uniform logarithmic increases to F1 and F2 (i.e., by a
single multiplicative parameter). This analysis revealed that
80.6% of variation between-speaker falls along the ln
F1 ¼ ln F2 axis. The same analysis carried out on the vowel
data of Hillenbrand et al. (1995) revealed that 79.6% of variation in FFs between speakers falls along the ln F1 ¼ ln F2
axis for that data set. These results are consistent with the
hypothesis that variation in FFs within vowel-category,
between-speakers, is largely according to a single multiplicative parameter.
1

Lack of significance could be in part due to the reduced power of tests
based on a small number of observations compared to the full sample.
This is at least partly due to the restricted ranges used when considering
correlations between acoustic characteristics of speech and the physical
qualities of the speaker only for a restricted class of speakers. By restricting the range of a predictor when the error in the response variable remains
constant, the correlation between two variables will become weaker
(Bland and Altman, 2011; Sackett and Yang, 2000). In the most extreme
example, the correlation between the acoustic properties of voices and the
heights of men who are all the same height will necessarily be zero.
2
As far as we have been able to determine, this perceptual property has no
specific name in either psychophysical or musical terminology, although it
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FIG. 3. In the left panel, ellipses enclosing two standard deviations of the
Peterson and Barney (1952) vowels are presented. The line is a line parallel
to ln F1 ¼ ln F2. In the right panel, all formant frequencies have been logtransformed and centered within-category so that vowel-category means are
at the origin. All points have been rotated 45 deg clockwise so that the
ln F1 ¼ ln F2 line is now parallel to the x-axis (Dimension 1), while Dimension 2 represents the orthogonal axis. The lines indicate the major axes of
the vowel-category ellipses, and they all vary around the ln F1 ¼ ln F2 axis
(Dimension 1).

appears to bear some relation to some subdivisions of the German Fach
system of classification of operatic voices. Such a perceptual property
might correspond to the scale-dimension of what Patterson and colleagues
propose is a Mellin(-like) transform performed by the peripheral auditory
system that segregates information related to vocal-tract length from information relation to vocal-tract configuration. In Sec. I B, we suggest that
pFF-scaling might be a kind of derived perceptual property, which is
determined when a listener establishes a speaker-dependent frame of reference. The location of that frame of reference is indexed by a single scalar
value, analogous to w in Nearey and Assmann’s (2007) sliding template
model, and the parameter a seen in Eq. (1) presented in Turner et al.
(2009, p. 2377).
3
The classifier was also used to predict vowel category for the Peterson and
Barney (1952) data set. However, unlike for the other data sets, these predictions did not use vowel formant onset and offset information, which
has been demonstrated to significantly improve vowel identification accuracy (see, e.g., Hillenbrand et al., 1995). Since the human listeners who
classified vowels in Peterson and Barney undoubtedly had access to this
information, the comparison of performance between the two is not appropriate. The lower identification for the Katz and Assmann (2001) vowels
relative to the Hillenbrand et al. (1995) vowels is very likely due to the
fact that in Assmann and Katz, 60% of the vowel tokens came from children between the ages of 3 and 7, and exhibited a higher degree of variability in formant frequencies than the vowels produced by adult speakers.
4
A positive relationship was expected between perceived vowel quality and
apparent speaker size, and 14 of 19 participants exhibited a positive relationship between the two variables. This corresponds to a one-tailed
p-value of 0.0318 using a non-parametric sign test. However, a t-test of
the same partial correlation finds that they are not significantly different
from zero (p ¼ 0.3027).
5
In our analysis we will assume listener’s judgments are really separated
into these two components at the time of choice. However, even if listeners were instead memorizing a discrete set of individual voices, the systematic correspondence of their choices to the FF-scaling and f0
dimensions would at least provide evidence that the “perceptual speaker
space” is organized in a way that includes a subspace that is effectively
near projection of these two dimensions.
6
However, to our surprise, this was not the case for vowels with more
higher formants. The presence or absence of higher formants had a complicated relationship with apparent speaker gender and reported pFFscaling. This may have resulted in a weakening of the relationship between
reported pFF-scaling and reported vowel quality.
7
This analysis is similar to one presented in Turner et al. (2009). However,
that analysis was based on formant wavelengths rather than logtransformed formant-frequencies, which may result in unstable variances.
Furthermore, Turner et al. allowed for a specific principal component for
each vowel-category ellipse, rather than calculating variation strictly along
the axis corresponding to changes in FFs by a single parameter. Allowing
for a category-specific slope, and allowing these to vary away from parallelism to the ln F1 ¼ ln F2 line makes that analysis incompatible with a
strict uniform scaling hypothesis.
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